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RED digital | REDM digital
Digital spirit levels with Bluetooth interface
New name, new color, new features: the digital spirit levels from SOLA are showing themselves
in a new light. The original ENW series has been renamed RED digital. It has robust profiles and
is painted a bright SOLA red. The electronic inclination module has been fitted with a practical
Bluetooth interface. This means all products in the RED digital series can be used with the brandnew and free app 'SOLA Measures’.
Digital measurement of inclinations and angles
The digital spirit levels and digital inclinometers in the RED digital series are ideally suited to
measuring inclinations, slopes and angles quickly and precisely. The key feature of the digital
spirit level is the integrated electronic inclination module (Solatronic module) with a measurement
tolerance of 0.05° at 0° and 90°/0.10° between 1° and 89°. The measuring results can be
displayed via the ‘Mode’ function either in °, mm/m, % or in/ft. The ‘Hold’ function enables you to
'freeze’ the current measured values on the display, while the ‘Inc’ function enables angles to be
transferred easily.
Reversible display and acoustic signal guide
When taking inverted measurements, the digital display automatically rotates on the module. The
permanently backlit display allows the measurement results to be clearly read, even when lighting
is poor. In case of unfavorable angles, the acoustic signal guide can be switched on. This makes
it easier for measurements to be taken without directly viewing the display and is ideal for tasks
where both hands are required.
Bluetooth for SOLA Measures app
The Bluetooth interface means that the digital spirit levels can be used together with the free
‘SOLA Measures’ app, giving you access to useful functions. For example, measured values can
be transferred to your mobile device in real time and functions on the measuring device can be
controlled via the app. Real-time data such as date and time are automatically recorded in the
app’s clearly arranged measured value memory with each measurement that is taken. It is also
possible to upload notes, photos or videos for every measurement and to share these quickly and
easily. The user-friendly menu navigation makes the app intuitive and easy to use. Suitable for
iOS and Android.
The RED digital series in detail
The RED digital series comprises one 25-cm inclinometer and two inclination spirit levels
measuring 60 cm and 120 cm in length, with patented SOLA FOCUS vials. The magnetic variant
REDM digital measures 60 cm in length and is fitted with extra-strong neodymium magnets, which
are installed laterally in the profile for precise work. The RED laser digital measures 60 cm and
has an integrated laser. It is ideal for transferring measuring points and inclinations.
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Image Overview
The following images in print resolution form are available to download for publications:
https://solatransfer.sharefile.com/d-sf8b35bd53ab47bd9

File: sola_pic_app_ww_red digital_red laser digital_001
Caption: ENW becomes RED digital – the digital spirit levels from
SOLA’s RED digital series.
Copyright: SOLA-Messwerkzeuge GmbH
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Caption: When taking inverted measurements, the digital display
automatically rotates on the RED digital module.
Copyright: SOLA-Messwerkzeuge GmbH
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Caption: The magnetic variant REDM digital is fitted with extrastrong, laterally installed neodymium magnets.
Copyright: SOLA-Messwerkzeuge GmbH
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Caption: At 25 cm, the inclinometer RED 25 digital is ideal for
measurements with small contact surfaces.
Copyright: SOLA-Messwerkzeuge GmbH
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Caption: The SOLA Measures app enables the use of additional
smart functions such as remote reading and remote control.
Copyright: SOLA-Messwerkzeuge GmbH
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About SOLA-Messwerkzeuge GmbH:
Since 1949 the SOLA brand has meant high precision measuring and marking tools. As market leader in
premium spirit levels, the Austrian company manufactures a wide range of products, including screeding
levels, folding rules, long and short tapes, squares, marking products, laser distance meters and a
customized laser program. SOLA's approach is to develop and continuously optimize its products to match
its customers' requirements as closely as possible. SOLA Measuring Tools are sold in 70 countries around
the world. 75% of all products are manufactured in Götzis, Austria, where the headquarters and production
facility are located. This is where 200 employees develop, produce and distribute a product range of more
than 1,500 products. The high quality standards that SOLA has set for itself are subjected to constant control
in the company's own laboratories and testing facilities. Find out more at www.sola.at

https://www.instagram.com/solameasuringtools
https://www.facebook.com/SOLAMesswerkzeuge/
https://www.youtube.com/user/SOLAMesswerkzeuge
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sola-measuring-tools
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